Site-specific excision of integrated polyoma DNA.
Cyp cells are permissive murine cells carrying a thermosensitive polyoma virus genome that remains integrated at 39 degrees C, but is effectively excised and replicated after transfer to 33 degrees C. In rare subclones of the Cyp line, temperature shift-down yields predominantly homogeneous populations of chimeric molecules that appear to reflect the circularization of defined segments of DNA spanning one of the junctions between the integrated viral genome and the adjacent cellular DNA. Such accurate and frequent excision requires a specific recombination mechanism. We examined both the cellular and the viral sequences that cross-over to generate one of these chimeric molecules, Rm I. The homology at the cross-over site is one of 1 or 2 base pairs at most; patches of homology, amounting in total to 19 or 20 base pairs, are found in perfect register on both sides of this site; and the two stretches of DNA that are joined to form RM I contain similar 12-14 base pair sequences (5'- CTCCTTTACAGAGG -3' and 5'- CTCCTTTCAAGG -3') in opposite orientations.